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1 Introduction

1.1. Caland system: a set of morphological rules or a derivational paradigm of Proto-Indo-European
First described in Caland (1892, 267) and subsequently among others in Wackernagel (1897), Watkins (1971), Risch (1974), Nuss-
baum (1976), Jasanoff (1978), and Rau (2009)

1.2. Changes in suffixal morphology:

• adjectives
• comparatives and superlatives
• adjective abstracts
• first and second members of compounds
• verbal morphology

1.3. Some prominent categories and suffixes that enter the system (Rau 2009):

adjective adj. abstract comp. & superl. 1st mem. 2nd mem.
-ro- -o/es- -i̯os-/-is- -i- -es-
-u- root nouns
-o- -u-
-o/ent- -i-
-i- -s-
-mo- -men-
-no- -ih2-d
-to- -r/n-
-lo-

1.4. An example from Greek and Latin

adjective adj. abstract comp. & superl. first member second member
pr̥thú- práthas- práthīyas- pr̥thuśravas- sáprathas-
κῡδρός τὸ κῦδος κῡδίων κῡδιάνειρα ἐρικῡδής
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1.5. The verbal part of the Caland was very productive in Latin and it shows a regular pattern (Rau 2009):

adjective adj. abstract stative inchoative factitive
ruber rubor, -ōris rubeō, -ēre rubēscō, -ere rubefaciō, -ere
tumidus tumor, -ōris tumeō, -ēre tumēscō, -ere tumefaciō, -ere
calidus calor, -ōris caleō, -ēre calēscō, -ere calefaciō, -ere

Same is true for Hittite. Note that the formation of stative and inchoative here is formally different (112):

adjective adj. abstract stative inchoative factitive
parkui- parkui̯ātar parkuē-zi parkuēšš-zi parkunu-zi
daššu- daššuu̯atar daššau̯ēšš-zi daš(ša)nu-zi

1.6. The data show that verbal formations were quite heterogeneous across languages. Some of main verbal
formations which enter the Caland system are the following:

• -eh1 i̯e-, e.g. Lat. rubeō, -ēre
• -sk̑e/o-, e.g. Av. tafsa-
• nasal-infix, e.g. Ved. pr̥ṇā́ti
• -ei̯e/o-, e.g. Ved. pratháyati
• -i̯e/o-, e.g. Ved. tr̥ṣyati
• -dhe/o-, e.g. Grk. πλήθω
• thematic middles R(e)-e/o-, e.g. Ved. práthate
• thematic actives R(e)-e/o-, e.g. Grk. ἥδω

1.7. Well described for Indo-Iranian, Greek, Latin, Hittite. Less so for other branches

1.8. The goal of the paper is to investigate the Caland system in Tocharian

1.9. Only two studies in the topic: Hamp (1983) which deals with morphological laws and not with the
traditional Caland system specifically (although the two overlap to some degree) and Fellner (forthcoming)
which identifies some nominal items, but primarily focuses on verbal element

1.10. Roadmap:

• Survey of Caland adjectives
• New cases
• Discussion: diachronic and synchronic status of Caland system in Tocharian nominal morphology

2 Adjectives

The following Tocharian adjectives have already been connected to the Caland system, mostly in the survey
in Fellner (forthcoming):
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TB TA meaning root
ārkwi ārki ‘white’ *h2erg̑-
parkre pärkär ‘long’ *bherg̑h-
ratre rtär ‘red’ *h1reu̯dh-
tapre tpär ‘deep’ *dheu̯b-
swāre swār ‘sweet’ *su̯ad-
pākri pākär ‘clear’ ?*peh2g̑-
erkent arkant ‘black’ *h1regu̯-
orkamo orkäm ‘dark’ *h1regu̯-
lak(u)tse ‘bright’ *leu̯k̑-
laṇk(u)tse ‘light’ *h1lengu̯h-
akwatstse ‘sharp’ *h2ek-

2.1 TB taupe ‘mine’

2.1.1. TB tapre, TA tpär ‘high, fat’

2.1.2. Property concept adjective going back to *täpræ (or *täpäræ) < *dhub-ró- (Adams 1999, 280)

2.1.3. The Caland behavior is confirmed by comparative data

2.1.4. u-stem in Lith. dubùs ‘deep’

2.1.5. o-stem adjective in Germanic in Goth. diups ‘deep’

2.1.6. ro-stems attested in Balto-Slavic (OCS dŭbrŭ ‘ravine’ and Latv. dubra ‘pit’); no-stems in Baltic,
Slavic and Celtic (e.g. OIr. domun ‘world, earth’, OCS dŭno, and dùgnas ‘ground’) (Pokorny 1959, 267f.)

2.1.7. TB taupe ‘mine’ (*“that which is deep”), going back to *dhou̯b-o-, as Krause and Thomas (1960,
57) correctly point out.

2.1.8. Corresponds to Germanic adjective *deu̯bo- (Got. diups). Note, however that Tocharian points to
the o-grade root vocalism, as opposed to the e-grade in Germanic. Also, it is likely that the thematic o-stem
adjective underwent substantivization in Tocharian to get the meaning ‘that which is deep’

2.1.9. The two attestations of o-stem adjectives in Germanic and Tocharian could thus point to an archaic
formation in *-o-, which was part of the Caland system.

2.2 TB māka, TA māk ‘many, much’ and TB moko, TA mok ‘old, elder’

2.2.1. TB māka, TA māk ‘many, much’ both adjectivally as well as adverbially

2.2.2. TB moko, TA mok ‘old, elder’ attested adjectivally and as neuter nouns in the meaning ‘elder’
(Adams 1999)

2.2.3. PIE root *meg̑h2- ‘big’: a well-established Caland-type root, at least in Indo-Iranian

2.2.4. Ved. mahā́nt-, máhas-, YAv. mazah-

2.2.5. i-stem in Hittite makki-
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2.2.6. The adjective māka could go back to *mog̑h2, just like Greek μέγα or Ved. máhi (n.).
Note that Tocharian points to the o-grade vocalism unlike other attestations of this root. The Pre-Proto-Tocharian *o developed to
*æ, but was further assimilatorily lowered because of the following ā by the process called the a-umlaut. The o-grade in the root
could continue an old actrostatic alternation o/e (*mog̑h2-/meg̑h2-, as it is argued in Ringe 1996, 161 and Widmer 2004, 159f.).

2.2.7. Another conceivable option is to assume that thatmāka goes back to an amphikinetic *h2-stem *még̑-
oh2- (Adams 1999).
This option is perhaps less compelling, because we would not expect the o-root vocalism in amphikynetic inflection. Also, it is not
entirely clear what the regular outcome of word-final *-oh2s would be (likely -a).

2.2.8. moko is even more intriguing

2.2.9. The adjective can be paralleled with the Indo-Iranian *maȷ́aH-ánt- (Ved. mahā́nt-, Av. mazā̊ṇtəm,
see Mayrhofer 1992-2011, II, 337f.)

2.2.10. The Tocharian example could also go back to an nt-stem, derived from the h2-stem.

2.2.11. PT *mog̑-oh2-e/ont- > *mækoHont- > *mækōnt- and then after rounding moko.
Note that the plural form speaks strongly in favor of the reconstruction of an nt-stem: mokonta from *mækōnt-h2.

2.2.12. On the other hand, Tocharian moko could also go back to a simple nt-stem without the suffix -h2-:
*mækont-. It is difficult to decide between the two options, but it would be fairly unusual for both branches
to derive the nt-stem from a h2-stem instead of deriving it directly from the root as expected. It is thus
possible, that Tocharian had the primary nt-stem, whereas Vedic analogically recharacterized the h2-stem
with a nt-suffix.

2.2.13. Plural of moko in Tocharian A surfaces with an l-element: TA moklāñ

2.2.14. Froms with l limited to plural only.

2.2.15. Compare Greek dual and plural forms: μεγάλοι. Same l is attested also in Germanic, Goth. mikils
‘great’, and possibly Latin, but in a synonymous adjective didelis ‘big’.

2.3 TB śrāy (pl.) ‘old’

2.3.1. śrāy is limited to plural only and it means ‘old’. The substantivized variant of the adjective means
‘adult male’

2.3.2. PIE root *g̑erh2- ‘old’ (Adams 1999)

2.3.3. Confirmed Caland behavior: Ved. járant-, jarás-, jaráyati, Grk. γέρας, γῆρας.

2.3.4. A u-stem *g̑érh2-u̯-es, as Adams (1999) convincingly proposes. Note that the proterokynetic u-stem
would give exactly this accentuation (*g̑érh2-u-/g̑r̥h2-éu̯-).

2.3.5. This will yield regularly *kjərawjə from the strong stem *g̑érh2-u̯-es. After palatalization of *k and
*w and the fixing of TB accent we get the regular śrāy.

2.3.6. One of the rare cases of adjectival u-stems, derived from a Caland root in Tocharian.

2.3.7. u-stems attested of this root: possibly Albanian grua ‘wife’; Grk. γραῦς likely a i̯u-stem (Beekes
2010)

2.3.8. In addition to the two adjectives, a verb: TB kwär-

2.3.9. Thematic, II/III class
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2.4 TB wartstse, TA wärts ‘broad, wide’

2.4.1. PT *wärtse (Adams 1999)

2.4.2. PT *wärä < *urHu- (Hilmarsson 1991:169)

2.4.3. *ures-to-? from an s-stem

2.4.4. Other possible etymological connection: vr̥ddhá-

2.5 TB aikare, ‘empty’, TA ekro ‘poor’

2.5.1. ro-stem adjective, property concept

2.5.2. Two possible etymologies (102)

2.5.3. aikare with Grk. ῖχαρ ‘vehement desire’, ῑχανάω ‘desire’, Ved. īhate ‘long for, desire’ (102)

2.5.4. Caland behavior. Beside an r/n-stem ῖχαρ we have Av. aēzah- ‘desire’, i̯e/o-present iziieiti ‘desire’,
Grk. ἰχαίνω

2.5.5. *Hei̯g̑h-?

2.5.6. Proposal with closer semantics would thus be preferred

2.5.7. *h1eg̑- + intensive prefix *en-

2.5.8. ? e(n)-i̯äkre

2.5.9. egeō ‘be without, be in need; want, wish for’: stative-inchoative formation in -eō

2.5.10. Adjective egēnus (from *egesnos) ‘lacking, in need of’ and a noun egestās ‘extreme poverty’

2.5.11. Both are derived from an unattested s-stem *eges-, (Vaan 2008, 186f.).

2.5.12. Oscan egmo ‘case, question’ (186f.), Old Norse ekla ‘’ (Adams 1999)

2.5.13. A verbal form that is connected with the *h1eg̑- root: Tocharian A and B yäk- meaning ‘neglect,
be careless about’ (Adams 1999)

2.5.14. Uncertain because of the semantics

2.5.15. ro-stem adjective aikare preserves the original meaning ‘empty’. Other meanings will now directly
follow from this assumption.
Latin stative-inchoative formation egeō will mean ‘be, become empty’. The development of ‘be, become empty’ to ‘be without,
be in need’ thus becomes trivial trivial. Likewise, the development of the factitive ‘make empty’ to ‘neglect, be careless about’ in
Tocharian also becomes trivial under this assumption.
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2.6 TB prākre ‘firm, hard’

2.6.1. prākre is a ro-adjective

2.6.2. Meaning fits well into the category of property concept adjectives

2.6.3. *-i̯e/o- present attested in both branches: Grk. ϕράσσω or ϕράττω ‘enclose, barricade’ and Lat. farciō
‘to fill completely, stuff’

2.6.4. Greek also has the νυ-present: ϕράγνυμι (Beekes 2010).

2.6.5. *bhreku̯- and the i̯e/o-present formation: *bhr̥ku̯-i̯e/o- (Rix 2001).

2.6.6. Problematic: long ā in TB prākre from *bhreku̯-. Long ō-grade unlikely

2.6.7. Adams (2013) reconstructs a-root vocalism

2.6.8. Caland? *-i̯e/o- present, a ro-adjective in Tocharian

2.7 TB krośce ‘cold’

2.7.1. Caland? κρυσταίνομαι

2.7.2. κρῡμός ‘icy cold, frost’ (< *krusmó-), κρύος (< *krúsos-) (Adams 1999)

2.7.3. Lat. crusta

2.8 TB kwele ‘black, dark grey’

2.8.1. *k̑i-u̯o-lo- (Adams 1999)

2.8.2. *k̑i̯eh1-u̯o-, Ved. śyāvá- (Mayrhofer 1992-2011, I, 661)

2.8.3. *k̑i̯eh1-mo-, Ved. śyāmá- (I, 661)

2.8.4. lo-extension

2.9 TB lāre ‘dear’

2.9.1. ro-stem adjective

2.9.2. The adjective lāre ‘dear’ belongs to the group of property concept adjectives

2.9.3. Problematic:

2.9.4. We have Russ. ladyi ‘dear’, lada ‘wife’ and Lycian lada ‘wife’ (Winter 1965, 191).

2.9.5. Caland?

2.9.6. Sanskrit áya-causative lāḍayati (Adams 1999). The root underlying lāre is to be reconstructed as
*leHd- (Winter 1965, 191; Adams 1999).
The voiced stop *d is regularly lost in Tocharian. The root vocalism in Tocharian could go back to either the zero grade (*lHd-ro-
> *lare) or to the o-grade, which is less likely (*loHd-ro- > *lare).
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3 Nouns

Nouns that go back to roots that have Caland systems are fewer in Tocharian. The literature thus far identifies
the following nouns (based on the survey in Fellner, forthcoming):

TB TA meaning root
āke āk ‘end’ *h2ek̑-
oṅk eṅkwe ‘man’ *nek̑-
yṣuwar ‘friendliness’ *h2u̯es-
cake ‘river’ *tek(u̯)-
lakle ‘pain’ *leu̯g-

3.1 TB kare ‘worth, rank, dignity’ and krāmär ‘weight, heaviness’

3.1.1. Adjective abstract kare (n.) ‘worth, rank, dignity’

3.1.2. An s-stem *gu̯r̥h2-os, e.g. Grk. βάρος (n)

3.1.3. Adams (1999, 143) allows the possibility of kare continuing the u-stem adjective *gu̯r̥h2-u- (as in
Ved. gurú- or Grk. βαρύς)
This assumption, however, has to be rejected for several reasons. First, we want to assume as few steps in the development as
possible. It is true that many adjectives get substantivized, but it is more economical to take the data at its face value, especially if
we have to assume additional steps, as would be the case in Adams’s proposal. Moreover, the sound change speaks in favor of the
s-stem and not u-stem. With the latter we would probably expect something like TB **kar.

3.1.4. A semantic shift from ‘weight’ to ‘worth, rank’. This is a trivial semantic change and a similar one
can be traced in the Greek and Hittite parallel examples: βάρος develops from ‘weight’ to ‘influence, dignity
of character’; Hitt. nakki- ‘heavy’ as well as ‘important, respected’ (143).

3.1.5. Caland behavior: Ved. gurú-, Lat. gravis and Gothic kauru-. Vedic also features the primary com-
parative gárīyas- (Mayrhofer 1992-2011, I, 490).

3.1.6. Beside kare, there is another noun in Tocharian formed from the same root: krāmär ‘weight, heavi-
ness’

3.1.7. *gu̯reh2-mr̥- is formed by the mr̥-suffix

3.1.8. Almost exactly the same formation is found in Sanskrit garimán- (Adams 1999, 214f.)

3.1.9. This situation can be explained in two ways: one conceivable option would be to assume that an
older formation in -o/es- was in competition with an innovated one with the suffix *-mr̥-.

3.1.10. Another possibility: both suffixes are archaic. The main argument in favor of this assumption is
the fact that the -mr̥- suffix is not very productive in Tocharian and the fact that we have almost exact parallel
in Sanskrit garimán-

3.1.11. Problem: Sanskrit attested relatively late (in Vādhūla Sūtra, cf. Mayrhofer 1992-2011, I, 490) and
that the *-men- suffix became the productive suffix in replacing the old s-stem adjectives (Rau 2009, 121)
Note also that the noun krāmär formed a derivative kramartsäññe, which means ‘heaviness’ and with some semantic shift also
‘difficulty’. The noun kare, on the other hand, does not seem to have derivatives, which could again point to its archaic status as
opposed to the newly formed krāmär.
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3.1.12. Problem: a-vocalism in the root

3.1.13. *gu̯rh̥2-mr̥? — not regular. Analogy?

3.1.14. Beside the forms discussed above there might also exist a compound first member of kare: kre-mot.
The meaning of the form is, however, unknown and we have only one attestation of it. There are no traces
of *-i- compound suffix whatsoever. The second member is assumed to be the mot word meaning ‘alcohol’
(Adams 1999, 217).

3.2 TB orkamo ‘darkness’ and orkäm ‘darkness’

3.2.1. *h1regu̯-

3.2.2. έρεβος (n.) (Adams 1999)

3.2.3. Related to erkent and arkant ‘black’ < *h1regu̯, an nt-stem

3.2.4. Caland?

3.2.5. *h1(o)rgu̯-mon- (Adams 1999)

4 Comparatives/superlatives and compounds

4.1. Compounds do occur in Tocharian, but to a far lesser degree than in a traditional Caland system lan-
guage.

4.2. Imitate the Sanskrit system and is therefore almost useless for our purposes

4.3. Difficult to distinguish a syntagm from a true compound (Krause and Thomas 1960, 116ff.; Pinault
2008, 561).

4.4. The regular vowel in compounds is -a- in both, Tocharian A and B, e.g. aśca-sanápalle for āśce
(cf. Krause and Thomas 1960, 117; Pinault 2008, 563). There is also the vowel -ā- in compounds that
goes back to *-eh2 of the Tocharian o-stems, e.g. tanā-mot for tāno (Krause and Thomas 1960, 117).

4.5. Other vowels than the thematic *-o- in Tocharian compounds

4.6. or-poṅk and kauṁ-ñäkte
The first member of the first compound goes back to a neuter u-stem PIE *doru- and the lack of a vowel there could point to original
-u-; likewise with the kauṃ, going back to the i-stem *keh2uni- (Adams 1999, 211). However, neither of the two examples is a
Caland root.

4.7. Morphologically marked comparatives and superlatives are lacking in Tocharian. (for a description,
see Krause and Thomas 1960, 158).

5 Discussion

5.1. Most affixes attested (outside comp./superl. and compounds)

5.2. ro-suffix productive
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adjective adj. abstract comp. & superl. 1st mem. 2nd mem.
-ro- -o/es- -i̯os-/-is- -i- -es-
-u- root nouns
-o- -u-
-o/ent- -i-
-i- -s-
-mo- -men-
-no- -ih2-d
-to- -r/n-
-lo-

5.3. No traces of productive Caland-type system in nominal morphology

5.4. Hamp (1983) identifies ro-derivatives denoting property-concept adjectives and posits a “morpholog-
ical law”: could be formed on the basis of more archaic Caland

5.5. Most frequently a single adjective/noun

5.6. Pairs (no systematicity):

• TB kare ‘worth, rank, dignity’ and krāmär ‘weight, heaviness’
• TB orkamo ‘darkness’ and erkent ‘black’
• TB tapre ‘deep’ and TB taupe ‘mine’
• TB māka ‘many, much’ and TB moko ‘old, elder’
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